1 - Introduction

In October 2006, the Norwegian Nobel Committee awarded the Nobel Peace Prize to Muhammad Yunus and his Grameen Bank for their efforts to promote economic and social development. Dr. Yunus, an economist from Bangladesh, developed microcredit into one of the most important and successful instruments in the struggle against poverty. More than 97 percent
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1 The author acknowledges the GEM consortium for allowing the use of the data. Parts of this paper rely on previous and ongoing work by the author, in particular Minniti 2009 and 2005.
of the Grameen Bank’s borrowers are poor women who, in most cases, use their loans to start micro-businesses and, by doing so, change their lives and those of their communities. There is not a more compelling example of the contribution that women can make to the economy and society than that provided by these women who, in spite of incredible odds, have emerged as leaders and agents of change in their communities.

Even in economies where the gender gap is still widest, and women face significant institutional constraints, their educational accomplishments have improved remarkably. Considering the phenomenal rise in women’s education, and the dramatic fall in fertility, one would expect female participation in public life to be increasing. And yet, across all countries (albeit to different degrees), the participation of women in all aspects of public life is still lagging significantly behind that of men and does not match their educational achievements (for example, see Majbouri 2012).

Formal and informal institutions are a big part of the problem: In many countries, women do not have the same rights enjoyed by men. However, even when some relevant institutional constraints are relaxed, the visible participation of women in public life is neither easy nor quick to develop. Why?

The emergence of effective and sustainable leadership (by either men or women) is always a “bottom-up” phenomenon. Thus, it rests significantly with the women themselves. All human action is embedded in networks of social relationships that determine and legitimize what is acceptable or desirable. By observing and interacting with other individuals, human beings acquire information and skills. This web of interactions is usually referred to as a person’s social capital and provides cues and resources for action, influences decisions, and legitimizes
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2 Nonetheless, women still account for two thirds of the world’s 774 million adult illiterates, a proportion that is virtually unchanged over the past two decades (United Nations 2010).
activities. Although all individuals are affected by the available social capital, women are particularly influenced by it because of their tendency to be less mobile and more reliant on localized networks (Allen et al. 2006). In certain regions, for example, women may lack knowledge about the activities necessary to enter and succeed in the labor force. Because of institutional constraints, women more than men may lack the skills and tools necessary to cope with ambiguity. As a result, the existence, depth and size of women’s networks is clearly important in explaining the gender gap in public life participation.

The influence of networks may be thought of as being produced by network externalities. A network externality exists when the action of one person influences (positively or negatively) the actions of others. Because of network externalities, the perceived returns to any particular action increase with respect to adoption (Minniti 2005). In other words, the more people have already performed an action, the lower the opportunity costs become for any additional person who decides to repeat it. Everything else being the same, the larger the number of role models a woman observes, the lower the ambiguity she experiences. Notwithstanding the institutional constraints that may be imposed on women in any country or community, the participation of women in public life is a grass-roots phenomenon in which women themselves create a "culture" of their own influence and position in society to be embraced and followed by other women.

The development of networks and the presence of role models lead organically to the emergence of leaders: individuals who not only become visible in public life but are also able to influence it and change it. Of course, the criteria by which a community grants leadership status are shaped by culturally available ideologies about what it means to be a leader. In most cultures, this is associated with features such as the ability to be decisive, assertive, and independent, characteristics that are usually associated with men (Bailyn 2006, Dennis and Kunkel 2004).
contrast, women are thought to be better suited to be leaders with respect to children or other situations in which patience and nurturing are seen as being more important (Fletcher 2004, Giscombe and Mattis 2002). While these are certainly important tasks, they are often perceived as somewhat inconsistent with leadership roles in public life. Networks, on the other hand, provide scope and support for the development of leadership characteristics.

As a result of women’s tendency to exhibit limited mobility, and human beings’ heavy reliance on social cues, the emergence of social capital conducive to women’s participation in public life and of female leadership (in all its forms) is particularly dependent on the creation of strong networks that increase the number of female role models. Thus, the creation of networks is a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for the participation of women in public life.

Section 2 of this text describes social capital and why and how it matters for the emergence of women as agents of change. Section 3 highlights systematic differences in access to networks and self-perceptions across genders and discusses why they are important for women’s behavior. Section 4 discusses what we know about women’s networks and when they emerge. Section 5 explains why networks produce conditions within which some women may emerge as leaders. Section 6 closes the loop by discussing why leaders are important in the creation of social capital conducive to the increased participation of women in public life. Section 7 summarizes and concludes.

2 - Social capital

The goal of this section is to discuss briefly how social capital contributes to the creation of an environment conducive to women’s participation in public life and in the creation of a civil
society. Recent empirical studies of individuals’ behavior have shown the particular importance of social capital for women and the existence of remarkably consistent differences in accessing it across genders. For example, using a large representative sample of men and women from a variety of countries, Allen et al. (2006) have shown that men have more role models and social connections than women and tend to have a more optimistic perception of their abilities.

The concept of social capital has its roots in classical sociology. Early studies stressed the importance of developing the individual in social organizations (Burt 1992). Later conceptualizations included not only social relationships among individuals, but also the shared norms and values associated with them (Walker et al. 1997). To eliminate some of the confusion generated by such a variety, Adler and Kown (2002) summarized many of the definitions used in the literature by classifying them and distinguishing them on the basis of where social capital is assumed to reside. According to their classification, two main approaches can be identified.

The first approach considers social capital to be a resource lying in the interactions between individuals. Within the context of this first approach, Bourdieu (1986) defines social capital as the sum of the actual or potential resources necessary for the existence of a network of formal or informal relationships. That is, the first approach considers social capital an attribute of the individual rather than the social structure, and adopts an individual-based view in which individuals access social capital through their connections.

The second approach views social capital as the social structure of a group of individuals and the specific linkages that provide cohesiveness among them, thereby facilitating the achievement of shared goals. Within this context, Coleman (1990) describes social capital as consisting of the links between the human nodes of interactions in a group or between groups. In other words, according to Coleman, social capital exhibits four main characteristics. First, it has,
at least in part, the characteristic of a public good in that it is not excludable (it is not a private property). Second, it is specific to a given society or group. Third, it has value only when individuals of a particular group or society actually use it for their activities. Fourth, it emerges from, and changes with, existing social structures (such as, for example, memberships or families). Thus, according to Coleman, social capital is an attribute of the social structure in which a person is embedded. It is not provided to individuals through the links in their social networks; rather, it is the links of such networks and it facilitates certain actions of the individuals who are within the structure.

Economists conceptualized social capital as well. According to Becker (1996), for example, social capital takes the form of preferences developed through past experiences. In general, however, economists treat social capital as a resource capable of creating untraded interdependencies and of producing trust, thereby reducing transaction costs and encouraging sustainable cooperative behavior (Bruderl and Preisendorfer 1988). Thus, social capital is viewed as a mixed-public good that provides simultaneously private and public benefits.

Here, I define social capital broadly and adopt both Coleman’s and Becker’s points of view. Specifically, I view social capital as a public resource existing independently of any particular individual actor, based on established group preferences, and able to generate value (positive and negative) only in use. I also view social capital as having an important influence on individual actions in a variety of ways, and as being an invaluable resource leading to the exchange of information, to knowledge spillovers, and to the establishment of routines and practices that increase cooperation and participation among individuals.³

³ Some critics have defined social capital as a concept that means too many things to too many people. For a critical discussion of the concept see Durlauf (2002).
As mentioned above, the position occupied by women within the larger community is important because it affects their opportunity to observe role models and to acquire resources. To be distinctively conducive to women’s participation, social capital needs to include equality of rights across genders, and allow women to discover and exploit the opportunities they perceive. Indeed, it is now well known that some of the most effective programs aimed at increasing women’s participation in public life emphasize the need for social capital that is specifically valuable for women and capable of providing resources leading to the emergence of role models (Allen et al. 2006).

In 1988, for example, the United States Congress established legislation entitled the Women’s Business Ownership Act of 1988 (HR5050). The Act called for providing seed funding for women’s business centers through the U.S. Small Business Administration (a federal agency of the executive branch). With the passage of the legislation, an annual grant process was created that enabled the formation of women’s business centers across the country. These community-based centers were charged with providing education, training, and technical assistance. Allen et al. (2006, p.30) showed that by 2006, about 100 women’s business centers had been created throughout the country. The success of women’s business centers can be attributed to shared practices targeted specifically to women’s situational needs, a relationship-oriented approach, but, in particular, to the networking activities that created a bridge between local social capital and individual women.

3 – Gender asymmetries in the access to networks and role models

When the appropriate social capital is lacking, the creation of networks is a necessary, though not sufficient, condition for the participation of women in public life -- a phenomenon
which, in turn, increases the amount of distinctively female social capital. The purpose of this section is to highlight systematic differences in access to networks and self-perceptions across genders and discuss how they influence women’s participation in public life. Well established literature exists on the importance of networks in general, and among women in particular (see Aldrich 1999 and Aldrich and Zimmer 1986, among others), and general agreement exists that women, on average, have more limited access to networks than men and, in some cultures, have access to fewer social resources (Allen et al. 2006).

From an historical perspective, the development of women’s networks usually coincides with some legislative cornerstones and results in an increase in the number of women participating in organizations and entering the labor force (Goldin 1990). Indeed, when talking about the paucity or narrowness of women’s networks, discrimination is often mentioned as a cause of the observed gender differences. In the United States, for example, issues of discrimination have been discussed in the context of earning gaps (Blau and Khan 2007), rationing in capital markets (Verheul and Thurik 2001), and task assignments and professional recognition (Bertrand and Hallock 2001, Goldin and Rouse 2000) among others. Within the labor market, for example, a division of labor exists that distributes men and women differently across different professions and, even within professions, assigns them different tasks. Unfortunately, however, discrimination is very difficult to document, and even harder to measure, especially in the context of developing economies where data are scarcer.

While institutional discrimination is a contributing factor (in some countries more than in others), Newmark and McLennan (1995) and Kanazawa (2005) have shown that a significant portion of gender differences in networking stems also from different family commitments, as
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4 For example, in the United States, it developed with the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1975, the Affirmative Action Act of 1978, the Glass Ceiling Commission of 1991, and the emergence of powerful networking groups of women entrepreneurs’ in the United States in the mid 1990.
well as gender segregation across work fields (fields that tend to employ women also tend to pay less). This argument is supported by the observation that, in the US, men as well as women earn less in workplaces that employ predominantly women (Devine 1994a, 1994b). Along similar lines, Madiche (2009) provides some evidence that the relevance of the age-long glass ceiling may become questionable as women's career progression prospects in the corporate world are improving significantly, even in some African economies. Empirically, evidence about the root causes of differences between female and male networks is much more difficult to document.

Figure 1 – Percentage of surveyed individuals who had met at least another entrepreneur in the 12 months preceding the GEM survey by gender

Source: Gobal Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) data 2006.
In an attempt to fill this gap, we can look at data from the 2006 Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) project. The GEM project aims at measuring the number of individuals who are involved in starting businesses. GEM data show that knowing other individuals who have started businesses is a very strong indicator of the likelihood that a person will also start a business. However, as Figure 1 shows, across a large number of countries, fewer women than men know other people who have started a business or were in the process of starting one.

Specifically, Figure 1 shows the number of women compared to men who had met at least one other entrepreneur in the 12 months preceding the GEM survey. Regardless of their country of origin, there are significantly fewer women than men who know entrepreneurs. These gender differences are statistically significant. The magnitude of these differences and their significance, however, are strongly reduced (and in some countries eliminated) when only women who are starting or have recently started a business are compared to their male counterparts. In other words, when men and women with converging behaviours are considered, we find that their access to role models is more similar. Albeit merely suggestive, this evidence is consistent with the literature cited earlier and supports the claim that role models and the associated networks are crucial factors in the decision to start a new venture. More in general, networks serve as vehicles to create the critical mass necessary for the visibility and legitimization of actions.

Leadership too emerges more efficiently in the context of networks. Importantly, leadership traits are not congenital; for the most part, leaders are made. In fact, leadership is a cognitive category that is learned most effectively when networks, and the resulting role models, are present. A significant amount of research in the social sciences has established the
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5 The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) project is an ongoing large scale project designed to collect data on entrepreneurial behavior across countries. Each year, a new randomly-drawn representative sample of population is surveyed in each country to identify individuals who, at the time of the survey, own and manage a business or are in the process of starting one. For more information on GEM visit www.gemconsortium.org.
importance of role models for the development of leadership traits. In psychology, for example, Baron (2000) and Begley and Boyd (1987) have discussed the importance of role models because of their ability to enhance self-efficacy. In economics, Harper (2008) and Parker (2008) have discussed the importance of teams and formal networks, respectively. In sociology, Aldrich (1999), among others, has discussed the role of personal networks and their ability to enhance confidence by providing advice, support and examples.

Leadership is expressed in the way individuals address challenges and opportunities and it is strongly associated with the perception of having control of one’s actions and with self-efficacy. Self-efficacy refers to the subjective belief that one is capable of performing in a certain manner to attain certain goals (Bandura 1997). Clearly, people will be more inclined to take on a task if they believe they can succeed. The stronger the self-efficacy, the more active the efforts, since people generally avoid tasks where their self-efficacy is low, but will engage in tasks where their self-efficacy is high (Bandura 1997, Zhao et al. 2005). Boyd and Vozikis (1994) too have shown that individual self-confidence, defined as a person’s belief in her capability to perform a task, influences the development of both intentions and actions.

With respect to gender differences, Koellinger et al. (2011) found that, similarly to men, a very strong positive and significant correlation exists between confidence in one’s own skills and a woman’s likelihood of starting a business across countries, regardless of per capita GDP. However, they also found that the confidence in one’s own skills was much higher in men than women with otherwise similar characteristics.

GEM data are again useful as they can be used to highlight a basic difference between the leadership attitudes of women and men when looking at patterns of business creation. In Figure 2, perceptual differences between men and women appear systematically across all countries in
the sample, with men exhibiting significantly higher confidence in their own skills, knowledge and ability to start a business. Clearly, Figures 1 and 2 provide only descriptive evidence. Still, such evidence is consistent with additional empirical evidence showing that, everything else being the same, women tend to participate in fewer and narrower networks, to have fewer role models, and to exhibit lower levels of self-efficacy. These two factors are highly correlated and, in turn, influence women’s opportunity costs of participating in public life.  

**Figure 2 – Percentage of surveyed individuals who thought of having the skills, knowledge and ability necessary to start a business by gender**

Source: Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) data 2006.
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6 Figure 1 and Figure 2 show that men have more access to role models and are more confident in their own skills than women across all countries in the sample. Noticeably, however, they also show that differences are more pronounced in some countries than others (the slopes of some country bars are steeper). In Figure 2, for example, 59 percent of Canadian men are confident in their business skills compared to 46.5 percent of Canadian women. In India, on the other hand, 58 percent of the men are confident in their business skills compared to only 29.3 percent of the women. These cross-country differences suggest that cultural, economic and social factors that vary across countries influence both the average prevalence rate of self-confidence with respect to starting a business and also the extent to which men and women exhibit differences in their self-perceptions (Koellinger et al. 2011).
4 – Female networks and the emergence of role models

Having highlighted the systematic differences in networks and self-perceptions across genders and why they are important for women’s behavior, the goal of this section is to discuss what we know about women’s networks and their internal structure.

Compared to men, women who may aspire to achieve leadership positions face lower social support for learning how to credibly claim such a role. As mentioned earlier, people learn by identifying with role models, experimenting with new identities, and by assessing the results of such experiments against their own self-imposed standards and the acceptance they receive externally (Ibarra, 1999). Women, however, encounter few role models whose styles are feasible or congruent with their self-images (Ely, 1994; Ibarra, 1999). In addition, institutional constraints (sometimes as strong as laws and regulations, religious beliefs, and family structures – see also Footnote 6) often expose women to stronger stigmas than men and give them less latitude for experimentation (Bell and Nkomo 2001). In turn, this increases women’s opportunity costs of becoming visible and makes them more averse to failure (Kanter, 1977). Following a vicious cycle, the presence of few women in leadership positions signal that being female disqualifies a person from such a role, perhaps because of inability to succeed. This, of course, further dampens the leadership potential of women who may be interested in trying.

Although the importance of women’s networks was studied already in the second half of the 1980s, few studies on the topic existed outside the United States. Cromie and Birley (1992) found few differences in networks across genders in a study of Northern Ireland. Along similar lines, Lerner et al. (1995) showed that network affiliation, human capital, and motivation were more effective at explaining performance than social learning or environmental theories. In this
area, of particular relevance are studies distinguishing between the influence of formal and informal networks (Aldrich 1999). Gatewood et al (2009) found that women spend a considerable amount of time using both formal and informal networks in their search for capital, because of the importance of the venture capital industry as a provider of growth capital and its reliance on its network for investment referrals.

In many cases, the networks women rely on operate quite differently from the networks men rely on. Allen et al. (2006), for example, found important distinctions between the content and relevance of men’s and women’s networks, and noted that women’s networks were organized around spheres of work, family, and social life. Their work showed that women’s networks were largely similar to men’s in terms of activity and density, but that men’s networks included very few women, whereas women’s networks were more likely to include men. Women and men also use their networks differently. Whereas men’s networks are homophilous (i.e., mostly men) and multipurpose, women tend to build functionally differentiated networks, obtaining instrumental access from men and friendship and social support from women (Ibarra, 1992). Men are better resourced, and women are easier to relate to on a personal level (Ragins and Kram 2007). Women in low-income countries, for example, often have significantly smaller networks and less geographical mobility (Allen et al. 2006). As a result, they construct relatively personal but strong social ties that allow them to substitute these personal network relationships for some of the formal legal contracts used to govern most business transactions (Chamlee-Wright 1997).

In an interesting study, Hampton et al. (2009) studied the network development activities of female entrepreneurs in technology-based ventures, and found some evidence that even in a highly specialized and knowledge intensive sector, women seem to develop different approaches
to networking and participation than their male counterparts. Abell et al. (2001), for example, examined the link between social capital and the propensity of women to get involved in employment activity and noted that women seem to rely significantly on three types of networks. First, legitimizing networks, which consist of strong ties between a woman and others, and confer legitimacy upon the individual’s decision to become self-employed; second, opportunity networks, which consist of ties between the women and others who operate in industries offering entry opportunities; third, resource networks, which consist of relations between the individual and others who have the resources and appropriate human capital for entry. In line with the literature stressing the importance of role models emerging from networks, their work confirms that having self-employed friends has an impact on one’s decision to become self-employed.

In conclusion, the position of women within the larger community is important because it affects their ability to observe role models and to acquire resources. In general, women seem to forge egalitarian coalitions and long-term relationships based on affective ties, whereas men tend to form hierarchical coalitions and short-term relationships based on mutual interest and weak ties.

5 - The internal dynamics of networks

The creation of social capital rests on the existence of visible and active networks of women which, as discussed in the previous sections, tend to be less frequent, smaller, and operate differently from the networks of men. The purpose of this section is to explain why networks are such powerful vehicles and produce conditions that facilitate the emergence of female leadership.
How networks influence the behavior of individuals and, specifically, women, may be grasped by thinking about it as being the source of externalities. We may call them perceptual externalities or, more commonly, network externalities. Fads and fashion, for example, are significantly influenced by network externalities. In regions, countries or industries where many women are already involved, the concentration of women makes that environment more suitable for other women to follow.

The self-reinforcing nature of network externalities is at the root of the important role played by networks in favoring the emergence of high female participation in public life. This argument rests on the observation that when the number of women is relatively large, more information about the characteristics, requirements, needs, and rewards of women in a particular context is available and, usually, solutions are already available and have become almost a routine. The strength of the network externality is also a measure of the degree of interdependence among people. The relative strength of this interdependence, in turn, can be thought of as a bandwagon effect (Granovetter 1978, Granovetter and Soong 1983). In a bandwagon model, a community is defined as a set of individuals in which one agent’s decision to adopt a certain behavior generates a positive feedback mechanism. The feedback mechanism provides information to new agents and encourages further adoptions. In this context, thresholds are used to account for the fact that individuals have different participation propensities and that each member will join in only if the bandwagon pressure exceeds the member’s threshold. As a result, the extent of bandwagon diffusion in a community depends on the distribution of thresholds across members, as well as on the network of relations existing among members (see also Minniti 2005).
Traditionally, bandwagon effects and network externalities have been studied using the mathematics of non-linear path-dependent processes. Also known as Polya processes, non-linear path-dependent processes have been used in social sciences since the early 1980s (Arthur 1989, Kindleberger 1983). In these dynamic systems, positive feedback causes certain patterns to be self-reinforcing. Of course there is a multiplicity of such patterns, and since these systems tend to be sensitive to early dynamic fluctuations, they are very well suited for describing how local externalities matter in determining the social make-up of a region. These models support also empirical findings showing the existence of non-linearities in social interdependence related to phenomena such as crime, youth drop-out rates, viral deseases, etc. (Crane 1991, Gleaser et al. 1999). In general, non-linear path dependent processes allow researchers to understand how the accumulation of decisions taken by different individuals may push the dynamics of individuals’ behavior into a pattern and, eventually, lock in the structure (Arthur 1989). The dynamics pushing people into pre-established patterns implicitly illustrate why women networks are conducive to increased rates of female participation in public life.

Finally, it should be noted that network externalities can be both positive and negative in the sense that they can facilitate women’s participation or inhibit it by creating a low involvement trap. Positive externalities reduce transaction costs, information search costs, and contract costs. This has a positive effect on women’s choices because it reduces the risks of and need for experimentation. Negative externalities, on the other hand, can have a negative effect if they contribute to reinforcing routines and practices that prevent women from increasing their participation in public life. Excessive reliance on small clusters of local acquaintances, for example, may retard the triggering of a localized path-dependent development process (as described earlier) by formally and/or informally reinforcing the status quo.
In conclusion, positive network externalities are triggered by the presence of women’s networks because the latter facilitate other women’s exposure to opportunities that would not otherwise be easily available. In addition, networks eliminate the liability of newness and legitimate women’s participation in public activities. With their actions, network participants create, develop, renovate, and protect social capital. Thus, they are, at the same time, creators and users of social capital.

6 - Networks and the emergence of female leadership

Leaders are important in the creation of social capital conducive to the increased participation of women in public life. The development of leadership capabilities is primarily the result of a relational effort. In other words, a leader emerges in the context of a set of relationships with and among other individuals, and networks (both formal and informal) play a key role in the process of becoming a leader.

As mentioned in Section 3, the formal and informal networks of men and women tend to differ systematically. Because of a preference to interact with individuals of the same sex, the composition and structure of men and women’s networks differ (Aldrich 1999, Ibarra 1992, McPherson et al. 2001). This, in turn, influences their ability to establish a credible leadership identity. In general, the more prominent one’s position is, the less likely formally established routines are to apply and the more critical one’s informal network becomes (Kanter, 1977). As a result, expanding the range of relational efforts and increasing their depth is a fundamental component of one’s ability to emerge in a leadership position. Since women have access, on average, to narrower networks and fewer role models, it is more difficult for them to develop as
Informal networks tend to replicate these features. They are important because, by increasing the likelihood and speed of creating reputation and, ultimately, influence (Granovetter 1985, Podolny and Baron 1997), they too shape leadership trajectories.

In light of gender differences and the need to interact with both genders in a variety of contexts, women need to learn how to expand and deepen their networks by finding more occasions to interact with key players both internal and external to the networks themselves. Interestingly, as Ely et al. (2011) point out, women tend to be more reluctant to engage in networking activities because the latter are perceived as being analogous to “using people” (which has a negative connotation), as opposed to a way to convey a vision or exchange information (which has a positive connotation). Effective leadership, however, requires leaders to communicate and negotiate on a routine basis. Thus, increased participation in networks helps women to understand that going beyond one’s comfort zone is personally desirable and also necessary if one wants to succeed in becoming a player in any public arena.

While developing programs aimed at fostering the leadership skills of women working in corporate America, Ely et al. (2011) found that when participants justified their networking efforts to a larger purpose, such as organizational goals, they behaved less reluctantly. In addition, they found that women viewed occupying leadership positions as a costly activity difficult to reconcile with family and work tasks. Participation in networks provides examples and strengthens the sense of self-efficacy necessary for playing a leadership role. An increased locus of control, defined as the perception of being able to self-determine one’s destiny, tends to be associated with a heightened entrepreneurial attitude and more involvement in social interactions (Minniti 2005). Once the process of self-discovery and the perception of self-
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7 This has been discussed extensively in the organizations and leadership literature. For example, see Ely et al. 2011, McPherson et al. 2001, and Mehra et al. 1998.
efficacy are triggered, history has shown us that women tend to be creative and resourceful in balancing work and life demands and are well able to integrate networking into daily activities (Minniti 2009).

In summary, the perceptions of self-efficacy and control on one’s own destiny are important, as the reasons why specific individuals emerge as leaders are fundamentally the result of how one perceives his or her own identity (van Knippenberg et al. 2004). A leadership identity emerges when an individual both internalizes and develops a focused sense of purpose. DeRue and Ashford (2010) argue that being able to internalize one’s own leadership identity requires participation in social processes through which an individual is recognized as a leader by others. The negotiations and feedback processes required for the establishment and public recognition of the role of leader to reinforce and affirm the position or void the claim.

Furthermore, a leadership identity emerges when an individual exhibits a strong sense of purpose. In fact, the exercise of leadership is most effective when individuals pursue objectives that are complementary to their personal goals and are aimed at advancing the collective good (Fu et al. 2010, Quinn 2004). Because of an intrinsic human need for relatedness, leaders who pursue such objectives perceive themselves, and are perceived by others, as being more reliable and genuine (Fu et al., 2010). The support of followers further enhances the sense of control and purpose of these leaders and encourages them to move forward.

Conclusions

Like any other form of capital, social capital can be appropriated and converted into other forms of capital; an individual (or group of individuals) who can appropriate it, can transform it into opportunities for advancement and change. From the individual’s perspective, social capital
is a resource only as far as one is able to actually use it and extract value from it. For social capital to have a real positive value to women, they must have access to it and be able to use it to pursue their own goals. This, of course, does not happen overnight. In most cases, the initial development of social capital takes place within an exclusive network. Thus, women must first connect to a network.

Because of the reinforcing effects of network externalities, networks help in various phases of the creation and development of leadership necessary to create a virtuous cycle which, over time, reinforces formal and informal institutions and creates additional social capital (as a form of public good). Each woman has a decisional threshold, namely the point at which her personal returns become positive and she decides to become involved in public life. At any point in time, the sequence of individuals' decisions made on the basis of these thresholds determines the local amount of social capital. For any region, there is a critical number of women whose involvement represents the regional threshold, so that their involvement in public life becomes visible, and causes more of them to become active and visible themselves.

Throughout this process, assuming a leadership role entails not only figuring out what to do and how to do it, but also positioning oneself to feel legitimate to execute one’s plan while understanding the potential sources of others’ opposition. Since prospects of employment, education, and other economic circumstances differ across individuals, women face different opportunity costs for the same action. However, as with many other phenomena, perceptions about the desirability of a specific choice are formed and revised given the set of information provided by the individual’s social capital (Lafuente and Salas 1989, Saxenian 1990). Women must come to see their own value and find ways to make it visible, learn about how others have
fared in similar circumstances, explore possible alternatives, and try to understand why others may oppose or discount their leadership (Ely et al. 2011).

Developing women’s capacity to lead change is critical, as women often find themselves leading in highly uncertain environments where radical changes may be required. By definition, the ability to lead change depends on the effective use of persuasion and influence (Cohen and Bradford 2005). This is difficult for all individuals but it may be particularly difficult for women who may face a plethora of gender stereotypes. However, there is strength in numbers. This is why networks matter and leadership is contagious. The involvement of women in public life and as agents of change matters. It makes a difference for individuals, for communities, for international relations and, ultimately, for world peace and the sustainable growth of the global economy.
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